
GRMS and Locks

Description

Apice Hotel System is a natural evolution of the 

Building Automation line; it integrates a number of 

highly technological products, specifically designed to 

give greater comfort, control and safety in hotels. The 

Hotel System offered by Apice includes a dedicated 

supervisor software recently entirely redesigned to 

offer the end user all the features he needs. However, 

this is not a closed package but allows for multiple 

customizations, integrating other devices needed to 

access control management, anti-intrusion system, 

general supervision, billing, etc…necessary for the 

management of rooms and guests.

Disclaimer: Data provided here are to be used as Indicative, preliminary technical information. Detailed technical submittals will be provided upon request.
ALL PRODUCT, PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY, FUNCTION OR DESIGN OR OTHERWISE.

The Apice Hotel System is based on LonWorks® technology and includes all the advantages of a “open” 

and “interoperable” system which also allows the integration of different manufacturers that interact 

in the system without any communication problem with, indeed, the possibility to implement the 

functionalities (eg. exterior lighting control, management supervision equipment rooms, etc. ..). 

Moreover, the system incorporates all the advantages of LonWorks® technology, design, plant 

engineering and maintenance of the network including the ability to install the system in existing 

buildings hotel. Apice Hotel System is a natural evolution of the Building Automation line; it integrates 

a number of highly technological products, specifically designed to give greater comfort, control and 

safety in hotels. The Hotel System offered by Apice includes a dedicated supervisor software recently 

entirely redesigned to offer the end user all the features he needs. However, this is not a closed 

package but allows for multiple customizations, integrating other devices needed to access control 

management, anti-intrusion system, general supervision, billing, etc. necessary for the management of 

rooms and guests. Hotel System Features Access Control And Room Automation, Access Control in 

some areas with or without paid services, Hotel Services control building. The user can manage all 

these features easily: with the same card, he could move freely throughout the hotel facilities, enjoy 

the comfort of an intelligent system and expliot all the paid services.

Product Type

 Hotel Guest Room lock and Management 
System


